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MESSAGE

I am glad to note that the Carpet Export Promotion Council (CEPC) is

organizing Buyer Seller Meet with Special focus on Oceania Market - viftual
exhibition from 29th September to 01st October, 2O2O under the aegis of
Govt. of India. This viftual exhibition will enable to bridge the gap between Indian
products and demand of handmade carpets and floor coverings across the globe in
the challenging times.

I believe that the viftual BSM is expected to be a great success in view of
large number of pafticipation from India and it is a unique oppoftunity for the
member-exporters to get associated with the online event as an exhibitor to reach
out to the Buyer from the countries of Oceania region.

The virtual BSM will provide an excellent opportunity to small and medium
manufacturers and exporters to showcase their latest range of products to the
overseas carpet buyers viftually and will thus be a great help to the sector in
boosting its exports.

I am also happy to know that the organizers are bringing out a virtual
Directory on this occasion containing vital information of the Industry which will
enhance the image of the industry being a reliable and capable supplier of all types
of Handmade Carpets and other floor coverings.

The Handmade Carpet Industry being highly labour intensive and is very
important for our economy in providing gainful employment to millions of artisans in
rural areas within their own homes, including women folklore.

I hope this virtual BSM will provide an oppoftunity for boosting the exports of
handmade carpets, rugs and other floor coverings apaft from benefiting the artisans
belonging to the weaker sections of the society. I wish this BSM a great success and
extend my best wishes to the overseas buyers, organizers and all other associated
with this event.

Dated: September 28, 2020
Place: New Delhi
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